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Round 9 
1. The two nations that share this mountain disputed for many years whether to count the 
elevation based on rock only, or rock height plus snow height.  Three Chinese mountain climbers 
made the first ascent from the northern, Tibetan (*) route in 1960, while most climbers today still use 
the “standard” route that begins in Nepal.  Above 26,000 feet on this mountain has been referred to as the 
“death zone,” and an area known as the “rainbow valley” is littered with the bright colored climbing outfits 
of hikers who perished in the attempt.  For 10 points, name this tallest mountain in the world, located in 
the Himalayas. 
 
Mount Everest   
 
2. Early versions of the Bible printed in this language were called the Alba and Ferrara 
{FURR-RAR-AH} editions, although the latter also featured Latin characters.  Tirso de Molina 
wrote The Trickster of Seville and the Stone Guest in this language, which introduced the 
character of Don Juan. (*)  Miguel de Cervantes is considered the greatest writer of this language, which 
his book Don Quixote {KEY-HO-TAY} was originally written in, although it has been translated into more 
languages than any other work but the Bible.  For 10 points, name this language that is spoken in the 
majority of the Iberian Peninsula as well as much of Latin America. 
 
Spanish (DO NOT prompt on or accept “Portuguese”) 
 
3. The Magnus Formula is used to determine this type of temperature, which is studied in 
psychrometry {SIGH-CROM-UH-TREE}.  This type of temperature is measured by a hygrometer 
{HIGH-GROM-UH-TURR}, and the highest recorded temperature of this type was measured in 
Saudi Arabia at 178 degrees Fahrenheit.  The measurement of this type of temperature is related 
to humidity, (*) and a high relative humidity indicates that this type of temperature is closer to the current 
air temperature.  For 10 points, give this term for the temperature at which air must be cooled to become 
saturated with water vapor. 
 
Dew point 
 
4. The first jet plane that flew for this nation was built after World War II, using reverse-engineered 
BMW engines taken from Nazi Germany.  This nation’s MIG-15 {said MIGG-15} jet fighter was used 
in the Korean War, while the MIG-17 (*) saw action in the 1958 Taiwan Strait Crisis as well as the 
Vietnam War.  A jet fighter from this nation was shot down by Turkish forces in 2015 when it accidentally 
strayed over the border from Syria, prompting an international incident.  For 10 points, name this nation, 
which lost an Ilyushin Il-20 {said: ILL-YOO-SHIN--I-L-20} when it was shot down over Syria in September, 
2018. 
 
Russia (accept “Soviet Union or USSR) (Russia has blamed Israel for the shootdown in 2018) 



 
 
5. This classical music group first performed in Rome on the eve of the 1990 World Cup Final. 
This group’s 1994 performance at Dodger Stadium was viewed by over one billion people, and this 
group gave its last performance with its original members in 2003 in Columbus, Ohio.  Two 
signature songs of this group are “Nessun Dorma” typically sung by Luciano Pavarotti,(*) and “O 
Sole Mio” {O-SO-LAY-MEE-O} by all members together.  For 10 points, name this group, consisting of 
Pavarotti, Jose Carreras, and Placido Domingo, which sing in the title musical range. 
 
The Three Tenors (prompt if they list one of the members individually until they list all 3 and give the 
range)  
 
6. Mark Leibovich’s non-fiction best selling book about this entity is entitled “Big Game” and 
describes how the sport may have “peaked.”  This entity was founded in 1920 as the American 
Professional Football Association, (*) before changing to its current name in 1922.  This sports league 
has been accused of not doing enough to prevent concussions in its players, and is currently dealing with 
controversy over its players and how they are handling the National Anthem.  For 10 points, name this 
professional sports league, led by Roger Goodell, which merged with the American Football League in 
1970. 
 
National Football League (NFL)  
 
7. The author of this New Testament gospel is anonymous, but in recent years, has been linked to 
the three gospels that precede it.  This gospel discusses the ongoing church vs. synagogue 
debate, and appears to show the growing separation between Christianity and Judaism.  This 
gospel’s chapter 3, verse 16 (*) contains the famous line, “For God so loved the world, that he gave his 
only begotten son, that whosoever believeth in him should not perish but have everlasting life.”  For 10 
points, name this Biblical gospel that follows Luke, and precedes the Acts of the Apostles. 
 
Gospel of John (DO NOT accept “John the Baptist”)   
 
8. This African nation is often referred to as the most homogeneous {HUH-MODGE-UH-NUSS} on 
the continent, since more than 85% of this nation’s population belongs to the namesake ethnicity. 
This African nation is believed to be the site of the ancient Land of Punt, and Italy occupied this 
nation before World War II.  This nation has been deemed “a failed state” since a 1991 civil war (*) 
which saw American and United Nations intervention.  For 10 points, name this African nation, located on 
the “Horn” of Africa, with its capital at Mogadishu. 
 
Somalia 
 
9. In this author’s “Retraction” of his best known work, he references a now-lost story, The Book 
of the Lion.  This author honored the late wife of his patron, John of Gaunt, in an allegorical work, 
entitled The Book of the Duchess.  In his best known, unfinished work, a “Wife” who has been 
married five times, (*) describes how women must “outlive their husbands” and be the stronger one in 
the relationship.  For 10 points, name this medieval English author, whose collected “Tales,” such as “The 
Wife of Bath,” “The Manciple’s,” and others in his work The Canterbury Tales. 
 
Geoffrey Chaucer 



 
 
 
10. The creation of this scientific laboratory device was made possible when the city of Heidelberg 
laid gas lines to the university, and the namesake creator had over 50 of these devices installed at 
the university.  These devices typically use methane, butane, or propane, and a hose barb (*) is 
connected to the gas nozzle with rubber tubing.  The amount of air mixed with the gas stream determines 
the extent of the combustion reaction in this laboratory device.  For 10 points, name this laboratory 
instrument that produces a single, open gas flame used for heating, sterilization, and combustion. 
 
Bunsen burner 
 
11. One member of this political family is the current President of the Congress Party of his 
nation, and his great-grandfather served as the first Prime Minister of his nation after 
independence in 1947 from Great Britain.  One member of this political family was assassinated 
by a suicide bomber from Sri Lanka in 1991, (*) seven years after his mother was killed by two of her 
Sikh bodyguards who were angry over her use of force in Operation Blue Star.  For 10 points, name this 
family, members of which have been in power in India for nearly 50 years, which despite the name are not 
related to Mahatma. 
 
Gandhi-Nehru family (they are NOT related to Mahatma, so do not prompt on his name; prompt on 
“Nehru” alone; accept “Rahul, or Rajiv or Indira Gandhi”)  
 
12. This nation’s President Juan Orlando Hernandez was reelected in 2017 in a vote that many 
believe was tainted.  This Central American nation is believed to be the main trade route for 
Colombian cocaine, and as such has one of the world’s highest murder rates.  This nation’s 2009 
coup d’etat {COO--DAY-TAH} prompted the Organization of American States to suspend its 
membership for two years.(*)  For 10 points, name this Central American nation, which has seen large 
numbers of its citizens flee to the United States, with its capital at Tegucigalpa 
{TAY-GOO-SIH-GAL-PAH}. 
 
Honduras 
 
13. The first version of this operating system was introduced in 1985, and the most recent edition 
was unveiled in 2017 on all formats.  This operating system’s 3.1 version contained an enhanced 
color scheme since it was designed to run on a 386 processor.(*)  This operating system’s 
“Millennium Edition” was released in 2000, but was criticized for its numerous “bugs” and other technical 
difficulties.  Non-numerical versions of this operating system include “Vista,” “XP,” and “NT.”  For 10 
points, name this operating system by Microsoft, updated in April, 2018 with its version “10.” 
 
Windows 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



14. This Norse god carries three important pieces of armor, two of which are iron gloves called 
Jarngreipr {YARN-GRY-PURR} and a belt called Megingjord {MAY-GING-YORD}.  This god once 
disguised himself as Freyja {FRAY-AH}, in order to trick Thrym {THRIM} into returning Mjolnir 
{MOLE-NEER}(*) which he had stolen in order to gain Freyja as his wife.  This god then killed Thrym, his 
sister and other members of his family as revenge for the theft.  For 10 points, name this Norse god of 
thunder who wields the hammer Mjolnir, and will kill, and be killed by, the Midgard Serpent at Ragnarok. 
 
Thor  
 
15. This American author translated Dante Alighieri's The Divine Comedy while grieving the death 
of his wife from a fire.  This author’s poetry collection include the early abolitionist work Poems 
on Slavery, Voices of the Night and Tales of a Wayside Inn.  This author described the titular man, 
standing “(u)nder a spreading chestnut-tree” in “The Village Blacksmith,” (*) and a tragic love story 
among Acadians in the poem “Evangeline.”  For 10 points, name this American poet, whose works 
include “The Wreck of the Hesperus,” “The Song of Hiawatha,” and “Paul Revere’s Ride.” 
 
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow  
 
16. Like most dinosaur species, this dinosaur went extinct during the K-T Extinction Event, and 
the Hell Creek Formation of Montana and the Dakotas has been a common excavation site for this 
species.  Only one complete skeleton of this dinosaur has been found, and this species lived near, 
and was likely hunted by, the Tyrannosaurus Rex.  The horns located on the head (*) of this 
dinosaur were long thought to be used as defensive weapons against predators, but they may have 
functioned more as antlers.  For 10 points, name this herbivorous 3-horned dinosaur that is the state 
fossil of South Dakota.  
 
Triceratops 
 
17. This American woman described her life in France in numerous letters to her sister while her 
husband was serving as a diplomat, and famously asked her husband to “remember the ladies” 
when delegates were debating the Declaration of Independence.  This woman and her Presidential 
husband exchanged numerous letters while he was in the diplomatic service and she was the first 
First Lady to occupy the White House. (*)  For 10 points, name this First Lady who, along with Barbara 
Bush, is the only woman to be the wife and mother of an American President.  
 
Abigail Adams (prompt on “Adams” alone) 
 
18. Like New Orleans, this American city is celebrating its Tricentennial in 2018, having been 
founded as a Spanish outpost in 1718.  Five Spanish missions were located within this city, which 
included those named Espada, Concepcion, and San Jose. This city hosted HemisFair ‘68 and its 
River Walk (*) lines both sides of this city’s namesake river, which travels southeast to the Guadalupe 
River and the Gulf of Mexico.  For 10 points, name this central Texas city, the oldest municipality in the 
state, which contains the historic mission, the Alamo.  
 
San Antonio 
 
 



19. Readymade artist Marcel Duchamp {DOO-SHAWMP} took a porcelain urinal, turned it on its 
side, and referred to it as this.  Alexander Calder created a mobile entitled “Mercury” one of these, 
while Gianlorenzo {JON-LOR-ENN-ZO} Bernini created one of these “of Four Rivers” (*) in Rome 
for the Palazzo Pamphili {PAM-FEE-LEE}.  Kansas City, Missouri claims to be the “City of” these, with the 
most of these outside of Rome, while Rome itself has over 2,000 of these located in the city.  For 10 
points, name these architectural pieces that use water either for a decorative effect or to be propelled 
skyward. 
 
Fountains  
 
20. An Episcopal priest originally from Great Britain is currently facing deportation for unwittingly 
doing this action in 2006 in Illinois.  A Commission on the Integrity of this action was created by 
President Trump to investigate the possibility of fraudulent attempts to do this action, which was 
headed by Kansas Secretary of State Kris Kobach {KO-BAWK}, (*) and disbanded before a report 
was issued.  For 10 points, name this political action, which in the 19th century, was jokingly done “early 
and often,” by political machines in big cities. 
 
Vote(ing) {The priest is David Boase and he was mistakenly told he could vote when getting his driver’s 
license}  
 
21. This scientific phenomenon is made up of two types, both of which occur in situ, or “on site.” 
Primary minerals like mica and feldspars are “broken down” into clays and carbonates due to this 
phenomenon, whose types include “physical,” and “chemical.”  This phenomenon, which is NOT 
erosion,(*) can occur when acid rain dissolves rocks or metal, or anything else that is capable of 
corrosion.  Wind is considered part of the “physical” type of this phenomenon, which can also cause the 
development of sinkholes.  For 10 points, name this process of “breaking down” of rocks, soil or minerals 
by nature.  
 
Weathering 
 
22. This author’s novel The Thirteen Clocks describes an evil duke trying to vanquish time itself, 
and in his short story “Mr. Preble Gets Rid of His Wife,” he describes the title man’s quest to do 
the titular deed, despite his wife’s nagging.  This author described the quest of Mr. Martin to get 
rid of his annoying co-worker Mrs. Ulgine Barrows, by pretending to be plotting murder in his 
short story, “The Catbird Seat.” (*)  For 10 points, name this American author who described the title 
man’s heroic fantasies in his novel The Secret Life of Walter Mitty. 
 
James Thurber 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
BONUSES 
 
1. Answer some questions about French author Victor Hugo.  For 10 points each… 
(10) Hugo’s best known book begins with the protagonist being released from prison and culminates with 
a portrayal of the 1832 “June Rebellion,” in Paris. 
ANSWER: Les Miserables {Said: LAY-MIZ-URR-AWB} (grudgingly accept just “Le Miz”) 
(10) The protagonist of Les Miserables, Jean Valjean {ZHAN-VAL-ZHAN}, was originally imprisoned for 
this crime; he ended serving 19 years because of various escape attempts. 
ANSWER: Stealing a loaf of bread (accept equivalents that involve the “theft” of “bread”) 
(10) In this Hugo novel, the protagonist falls in love with the gypsy Esmeralda, who takes the blame for 
the death of Phoebus {FEE-BUSS} and is executed for the crime. 
ANSWER: The Hunchback of Notre Dame 
 
2. For this bonus, answer some questions about the early 19th century program, the American System. 
For 10 points each… 
(10) The American System is often credited to this Kentucky politician, who took office in 1810 as a “War 
Hawk.” 
ANSWER: Henry Clay 
(10) The American System saw an increase in these taxes on imported goods. 
ANSWER: Tariffs 
(10) Although this project was completed well after the funding had ended for the American System, it ran 
from Cumberland, MD to Vandalia, IL.  
ANSWER: National Road (prompt on partial answer) 
 
3. The three worst countries in the world for this indicator are located in the Middle East.  For 10 points 
each… 
(10) Name this daily indicator of harmful particles in the atmosphere, which ranges from “Good” to 
“Hazardous.” 
ANSWER: Air Quality Index (some countries use the “Air Pollution Index” so you can accept that as 
well) 
(10) Saudi Arabia’s air quality index is routinely ranked the worst, due to this reason.  Description 
acceptable. 
ANSWER: Motor vehicle usage (accept if they mention that “most people drive cars” or equivalents; 
accept “cheap gas” along with “vehicle use”) 
(10) This colorless toxic gas is one of the most common air pollutants in the world and has chemical 
formula O3. 
ANSWER: Ozone  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
4. Answer some questions about the 25th Amendment, which has been in the news quite a bit recently. 
For 10 points each… 
(10) The Amendment was proposed in the aftermath of the death of this President in 1963, which again 
forced a Vice-President to become President and serve without his own VP for the rest of their term. 
ANSWER: John F. Kennedy (JFK) 
(10) The Amendment was first invoked in 1973 when this Vice-President of Richard Nixon chose to resign 
after allegations of corruption were revealed from his time as Governor of Maryland. 
ANSWER: Spiro Agnew 
(10) The 4th clause of the 25th Amendment allows for the Cabinet and Vice-President to perform this 
action, although Congress has the final word.  Description acceptable. 
ANSWER: “Proclaim that the President is unable to discharge the duties of office” (be generous 
with equivalents as I have given the direct quote)  
 
5. For this bonus, you will answer some questions about the course of the Danube River through Europe. 
For 10 points each… 
(10) The Danube flows eastward through Germany into this nation’s capital of Vienna.  
ANSWER: Austria 
(10) After leaving Austria, the river flows through Bratislava, the capital of this European nation.  
ANSWER: Slovakia 
(10) Before emptying into the Black Sea, the Danube flows through two other Eastern European capitals. 
Name EITHER one.  
ANSWER: Budapest, Hungary OR Belgrade, Serbia 
 
6. Answer some questions about the famous English religious hymn, “Nearer, my God, to Thee” by Sarah 
Flower Adams.  For 10 points each… 
(10) The song was inspired by this Biblical patriarch’s “dream” contained in the Book of Genesis, Chapter 
28, Verses 11 and 12. 
ANSWER: Jacob (accept “Jacob’s Ladder”) 
(10) The writing of “Nearer, my God, to Thee” is often erroneously attributed to this American author, who 
wrote Uncle Tom’s Cabin. 
ANSWER: Harriet Beecher Stowe 
(10) According to legend, the band on this tragic ship played “Nearer, my God, to Thee” as its last song 
before the ship went down. 
ANSWER: RMS Titanic 
 
7. Answer some questions about statistical terms.  For 10 points each… 
(10) This statistical term refers to the value that appears most often in a statistical set. 
ANSWER: Mode 
(10) This statistical term is the “measure of spread” within a set, and equals the square root of variance. 
ANSWER: Standard deviation (prompt on partial answer) 
(10) In this type of statistical experiment, neither the subjects nor those administering the experiment 
know who is in the “control” group or the “treatment” group. This eliminates the likelihood of bias. 
ANSWER: Double-blind experiment 
 
 



 
 
8. For this bonus, you will answer some questions about Pyotr {PEE-TURR} Tchaikovsky’s Violin 
Concerto in D Major.  For 10 points each… 
(10) This work is scored for solo violin, and two of this double reed woodwind instrument that usually 
plays in the treble range for concert performances. 
ANSWER: Oboe 
(10) The first and third movements are in the titular D major, but the second movement Canzonetta is 
played in this scale with a key signature consisting of two flats, and a relative major of B-flat major. 
ANSWER: G minor (prompt on partial answer) 
(10) A famous 1947 performance of this piece in New York’s Carnegie Hall featured this 
Russian-American violinist once referred to as the “greatest violin prodigy since Paganini.” 
ANSWER: Jascha Heifetz {said: HI-FITS}  
 
9. This man and his twin were supposedly the children of Mars, the god of war.  For 10 points each… 
(10) Name this man, who, along with his twin Remus, are considered the founders of Rome. 
ANSWER: Romulus 
(10) Romulus and Remus were saved from death by a she-wolf who brought them to this legendary cave, 
supposedly located beneath the Palatine Hill. 
ANSWER: Lupercal 
(10) Romulus is credited with the founding of the festival of Lemuria {LAH-MURR-EE-AH} to drive out evil 
spirits, which called for Romans to spit or throw these items out onto the ground. 
ANSWER: Black beans  
 
10. This nation saw a deadly attack in September, 2018 on a military parade in its southern Khuzestan 
{KOO-ZHAH-STAN} province.  For 10 points each… 
(10) Name this Middle Eastern nation currently led by Hassan {HAH-SAHN} Rouhani {ROO-HAH-NEE} 
from Tehran {TAY-RAHN}. 
ANSWER: Iran 
(10) The alleged attackers were from this sect of Islam, which makes up the majority of Muslims 
worldwide, but is a minority in Iran.  
ANSWER: Sunni (Iran is majority Shi’ite or Sh’ia; Iranian refer to Sunnis as “takfiris” so accept that if 
given) 
(10) The parade was in commemoration of the start of a 1980 war between Iran and this neighboring 
nation, once led by Saddam Hussein. 
ANSWER: Iraq 
 
11. This chemical compound is a caustic, white alkaline crystal with a molecular mass of 56.  For 10 
points each… 
(10) Name this compound, used in mortar or plaster, that is made from thermal decomposition of its 
namesake sedimentary rock. 
ANSWER: Quicklime or Lime (accept “Calcium Oxide” or “CaO”) 
(10) Quicklime is used as a flux for modifying viscosity in the production of this material that is used to 
make windows. 
ANSWER: Glass 
(10) Quicklime was used by the Romans, along with volcanic ash, to make this binding material used in 
construction. 
ANSWER: Cement  



 
 
12. In this author’s work, Molloy, he describes a man’s journey on a bicycle to find his mother.  For 10 
points each… 
(10) Name this Irish Absurdist author of works like Malone Dies and Krapp’s Last Tape. 
ANSWER: Samuel Beckett 
(10) This Beckett play describes two men, Vladimir and Estragon, who stand by a tree anticipating the 
pending arrival of the title character. 
ANSWER: Waiting for Godot 
(10) The outcome of the play is this.  Description acceptable. 
ANSWER: Godot never shows and the men debate killing themselves  
 
13. The name of this North American mountain came from the Koyukon {KOY-YOU-KONN} people, who 
live near it.  For 10 points each… 
(10) Name this Alaskan mountain, once named for a U.S. President, that is the highest in North America. 
ANSWER: Mount McKinley or Denali 
(10) The official renaming to “Denali” took place in 2015, during this President’s Administration. 
Republicans claimed the renaming was “constitutional overreach.” 
ANSWER: Barack Obama 
(10) The tallest mountain in South America, Mount Aconcagua {AW-CONN-CAWG-WAH}, is about 2,000 
feet higher than Denali and is located in this second-largest country in South America. 
ANSWER: Argentina  
 
14. The winning word for the 2018 edition of this competition was “koinonia,” meaning “a spiritual 
community.”  For 10 points each… 
(10) Name this yearly competition, which airs on ESPN, featuring young contestants trying to perform the 
title “ciphering” of words. 
ANSWER: Scripps National Spelling Bee 
(10) The winning word in the 1984 Spelling Bee was this word for a “small toboggan.”  This device is used 
in Winter Olympic competition, which took place that year in Sarajevo, Yugoslavia.  
ANSWER: Luge 
(10) Description acceptable.  The 2014 and 2015 Editions ended in ties because this happened. This had 
happened three earlier times as well. 
ANSWER: They ran out of words to use (accept obvious equivalents and be generous)  
 
15. This surrender agreement that led to this day was signed at 2 AM in a school building in Reims 
{REEM}, France.  For 10 points each… 
(10) Name this day, May 8, 1945, in which Nazi representatives agreed to surrender and end the fighting 
in the titular theater of World War II. 
ANSWER: V-E Day (accept “Victory in Europe Day) 
(10) May 8, 1945 was President Truman’s first day to occupy the White House after the death of Franklin 
Roosevelt.  He was living in this mansion located across the street from the White House. 
ANSWER: Blair House 
(10) With the death of Adolf Hitler a week earlier, this general was tasked with signing the surrender 
agreement.  He was convicted of war crimes and executed at Nuremberg in 1946. 
ANSWER: General Alfred Jodl {said: YO-DULL} 
 
 



 
16. The man referred to as the “Father of” this artistic movement, Robert Venturi, died in September, 
2018.  For 10 points each… 
(10) Name this movement, beginning in the mid-20th century, which embraced skepticism and irony and 
was exemplified by the works of Michael Graves, Robert Stern, and Charles Moore. 
ANSWER: Postmodernism 
(10) Venturi rejected the Modernist works of Mies van der Rohe {VAN-DURR-ROE}, who famously stated, 
“Less is this” 
ANSWER: “More” (Venturi said in response “Less is a bore”) 
(10) Venturi wrote a famous 1972 book about this American city’s bright, neon facades and flashy signs, 
claiming that it reinvigorated architectural design.  Modernists were appalled!! 
ANSWER: Las Vegas, Nevada (Venturi claimed that Modernists referred to the book as “vulgar”) 
 
17. This 1993 novel was the first in a quartet of novels, the last of which was released in 2012.  For 10 
points each… 
(10) Name this dystopian novel by Lois Lowry that describes Jonas’ interactions with the title character, 
who is the Receiver of Memory. 
ANSWER: The Giver 
(10) The first sequel to this novel is entitled Gathering Blue, and follows this orphaned girl with a 
deformed leg, trying to survive a society that normally euthanizes these people. 
ANSWER: Kira 
(10) The third book in the series, Messenger, quotes from “To An Athlete, Dying Young” by this English 
poet, who included it in his collection A Shropshire Lad.  
ANSWER: Alfred Edward (A.E.) Housman 
 
18. This nation joined the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) in 2007, due to its 
increasing oil production.  For 10 points each… 
(10) Name this African nation, located in the southwest portion of the continent, with its capital at Luanda. 
ANSWER: Luanda 
(10) Angola’s southwestern corner contains the Namib {NA-MIBB} Desert, one of the few deserts in the 
world with this definition.  Description acceptable. 
ANSWER: It is located on a coast (most deserts are inland) OR It is possibly the oldest desert in 
the world (be generous with equivalents and prompt on partial answers) 
(10) This nation, once known as Northern Rhodesia, lies east of Angola and has its capital at Lusaka. 
ANSWER: Zambia 
 
(Moderator, pay attention to 2nd and 3rd answerlines) 
19. Answer some questions about different types of chemical reactions.  For 10 points each… 
(10) In this reaction, both reactants and products are present in concentrations which will likely not 
change with time, so the forward and reverse rates are the same. 
ANSWER: Equilibrium reaction 
(10) In this reaction, heat is released and examples include combustion, neutralization, and thermite 
reactions. 
ANSWER: Exothermic reaction (accept BUT DO NOT prompt on “spontaneous” SEE BELOW) 
(10) In this reaction, it occurs without an outside driving force, like enthalpy or entropy.  These can also be 
exothermic, but not necessarily so. 
ANSWER: Spontaneous (accept “Exergonic”)  
 



 
 
20.  Answer some questions about the Fireside Poet and ardent abolitionist, John Greenleaf Whittier.  For 
10 points each… 
(10) Whittier’s poem “Barbara Frietchie” describes the title woman’s defiance of this real-life Confederate 
General who got his famous nickname from the First Battle of Bull Run. 
ANSWER: Thomas “Stonewall” Jackson 
(10) Like a number of other abolitionist authors, Whittier wrote a poem about this man, who attempted to 
seize the federal armory in Harpers Ferry in 1859. 
ANSWER: John Brown (poem is titled, “Brown of Ossawatomie, 1859”) 
(10) Whittier wrote companion poems entitled “The Battle-Autumn: 1862” and “The Peace-Autumn: this 
year” to commemorate this year in which the Civil War ended. 
ANSWER: 1865 
 
 


